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Greater Manchester is in the midst of climate, air pollution,
public health and road safety crises. Reducing car dominance
and making walking the easiest and safest option for everyday
journeys is a key part of the solution. But walking is often
overlooked. Every resident in Greater Manchester should be able
to live an active, healthy and easy life without a car; this is not
currently the case.

making up 4% of total distance travelled4.
• Congestion costs businesses in Greater Manchester £1.3
billion annually5.
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• A higher prevalence of the population in Greater
Manchester suffer from long-term health conditions, and life
expectancy is considerably shorter than the UK average1.

Real change to carbon emissions, air quality and road safety
will only be achieved with significant modal shift and a rapid
reduction in car use. This will require reallocation of road space,
greater investment in Active Neighbourhoods and promotion
of other innovative mechanisms, including workplace parking
levies and increased investment in walking networks and public
transport.

• Annual concentrations of nitrogen dioxide have exceeded
legal limits every year since 20112, with air pollution
contributing to the equivalent of 1,200 early deaths a year3

The next Mayor of Greater Manchester should make walking a
priority, with an ambitious transformation to make the region safer
and more walking-friendly at the heart of policy.

• Every year on Greater Manchester’s roads, over 700 people
are killed or seriously injured, with around half of those
being pedestrians or cyclists, despite their travel only

This should sit alongside measures to reduce car use by pricing
it fairly in relation to its impact; integrated, affordable public
transport; and world-class cycle infrastructure.
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WE ARE CALLING ON THE NEXT MAYOR TO PLEDGE
TO CREATE A GREATER MANCHESTER WHERE:
People can cross the road safely
Improve signalised crossings and junctions and roll out a
complementary programme of informal crossing points on side
roads.

The climate emergency is prioritised and people can
breathe clean air
Cut congestion, tackle polluting vehicles and make sure that
people can access public transport on foot.

People feel relaxed and safe

Families choose to walk to school

Continue investment and roll out of Active Neighbourhood scheme
across the region and lower speed limits.

Transform routes to school so they are safer, cleaner and less cardominated. Ensure School Streets schemes are in place and roll
out behaviour change initiatives across the region.

Streets are accessible for people from all walks of life
Ban pavement parking across the region and invest further in
the Bee Network to create safe and easy to use walking routes,
ensuring that people of all ages and abilities are able to walk their
everyday journeys.
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BY INVESTING IN STREET IMPROVEMENTS AND THE PUBLIC
TRANSPORT NETWORK, THE FUTURE MAYOR CAN REDUCE AIR
POLLUTION, CUT CONGESTION, AND ENSURE THAT WALKING IS EASY
AND SAFE IN NEIGHBOURHOODS ACROSS GREATER MANCHESTER.
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PEOPLE CAN CROSS THE ROAD SAFELY
Improve signalised crossings and junctions and roll out a complementary programme of informal crossing points on side roads
There are many junctions across the region where there is a real
need for pedestrian provision.

• Crossing points should be located on pedestrian desire lines,
for example, providing diagonal crossings at busy junctions.

The next Mayor should initiate a city wide review of pedestrian
controlled crossings, with a view to rolling out the findings of
Transport for Greater Manchester’s the ‘Greater Manchester agefriendly strategy’ crossings project. Everyone should be able to
cross the road directly, in a single stage, with minimal waiting
time and sufficient time to get across.

• Staggered crossings should be the exception and signalised
junctions should have a pedestrian phase on all arms of the
junction.

Transport for Greater Manchester should continue to engage
with the Department for Transport to build the case for informal
side road zebras, taking into account driver behaviour and the
importance of accessibility for all pedestrians.
Quality standards should set out minimum requirements,
including:

• Crossing times should reflect safety of, and fairness for,
people walking. Waiting times should be kept to a maximum
of 30 seconds, after this people lose patience and start to
cross, putting themselves at risk6. 1 metre/ second should be
the minimum time given to allow pedestrians of all ages and
abilities to cross in safety and comfort – in line with Chapter 6
of the Traffic Signs Manual. Ideally the crossing speed would
be 0.8m/s7.
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PEOPLE FEEL RELAXED AND SAFE
Continue investment and roll out of Active Neighbourhood
scheme across the region and slower speed limits.
The future Mayor of Greater Manchester should continue
to invest in a comprehensive programme of Active
Neighbourhood (filtered neighbourhood) schemes. Places
where motor vehicle through-traffic has been removed or
reduced increase quality of life for everyone. These are
networks of quieter streets where children play out, air
pollution is lower, and walking and cycling are the natural
choice for everyday journeys. Experience shows that such
measures do not significantly add to congestion on main
roads and that people will walk and cycle an average of
30 minutes more per week where significant changes are
made8. The Mayor should support and build on the 17 Active
Neighbourhood schemes already in development, ensuring
local communities are supported to take a lead on their
development.
To ensure our neighbourhoods are safe, the future Mayor is
also asked to make 20mph the default on all streets where
people live, work, play and shop. The new Mayor should
also adopt a more robust approach to enforcing speed limits
across the region, so roads and neighbourhoods are safer for
all.
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PRIORITISE THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY AND
ENSURE PEOPLE CAN BREATHE CLEAN AIR
Cut congestion and make sure that people can access
public transport on foot.
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Greater Manchester declared a climate emergency in 2019
and urgent action is now needed to put Greater Manchester
on a path to carbon neutrality by 2038.
In Greater Manchester, everyone is breathing in toxic air
caused by motor traffic. A radical change is needed to move
people out of their cars and towards walking, cycling and
public transport to lead to at least 6% reduction in car use by
20259. The future Mayor of Greater Manchester should:
• Consider measures that ensure the cost of driving reflects
its impact on all Greater Manchester residents
• Introduce a workplace parking levy across the city centre of
Manchester
• Invest in public transport to ensure a fully integrated ‘One
Network’, including development of a franchised bus
scheme with good active travel routes to all transport hubs.

FAMILIES CHOOSE TO WALK TO SCHOOL
Transform routes to school so they are safer, cleaner and
less congested
Routes to school should be transformed so more families
choose to walk to and from school. Walk to school behaviour
change and accreditation programmes should be rolled out
across Greater Manchester, with a programme of School
Street (street closure) schemes also developed to cut
congestion at school gates.
Routes to school should be improved through better street
management, and prioritisation of maintenance and lighting
in transport budgets.
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STREETS ARE ACCESSIBLE FOR PEOPLE FROM
ALL WALKS OF LIFE
Ban pavement parking across the region and invest
further in the Bee Network to create safe and easy to
use walking routes, ensuring that people of all ages and
abilities are able to walk their everyday journeys.
Vehicles parked on pavements force families with pushchairs
off the footway and into traffic and can also make disabled
and older people feel unable to walk down their own street
if there isn’t room for mobility aids. The future Mayor should
tackle unsafe and irresponsible parking across the region by
considering ways to outlaw parking on the pavement.
Creating a network of improved, accessible walking routes
to invite visitors, residents and workers to walk between
transport interchanges and attractions, taking the pressure
off public transport and reducing the reliance on private hire
vehicles, should be a priority. The Bee Network ambition of
1,800 miles protected network for walking and cycling should
be devel-oped and rolled out including a comprehensive
programme of wayfinding. This could increase journeys on
foot or by bike by 2.5m a day, cut some journey times by 50%
and save the NHS £6.73bn by improving people’s health10.
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